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ABSTRACT:

Automated road tracking is important for map revision but is currently not reliable enough to be useful for industrial applications.
Consequently semi-automatic road tracking has become the preferred solution. In this paper we introduce a road tracking system based
on particle filtering and human-computer interactions. Particle filters were used to estimate road axis points. During the estimation
and human-computer interaction, new reference profiles were generated and stored in the road template memory for future correlation
analysis, thus covering the space of road profiles. Human input provided the road tracker with initial estimates, updated state parameters
and multiple reference profiles. This approach has resulted in remarkable improvements in efficiency, compared to the human-only
approach while preserving robustness and accuracy.

1 INTRODUCTION

Map revision is time consuming and expensive. It has been re-
ported that, for a number of reasons (Groat, 2003), the average
age of topographic maps from United States Geological survey
(USGS) is more than 23 years. To solve this problem, many re-
searchers in Computer Vision, Pattern Recognition and Remote
Sensing have made efforts to automate the process (Mena, 2003;
Rosenfeld, 2000). Road extraction methods are typically auto-
matic or semi-automatic, depending on whether a human opera-
tor is involved in the process. Automatic methods aim at replac-
ing humans (Mckeown et al., 1998; Geman and Jedynak, 1996;
Klang, 1998). However, humans cannot be excluded completely
from the revision process in real applications because the com-
puter vision algorithm are not sufficiently robust and reliable and,
importantly, a map is a legal document requiring some form of
final checking by a human. For these reasons, semi-automatic
methods are preferable (Laptev et al., 2000).

Mckeown and Denlinger (1988) introduced a semi-automatic road
tracker based on road profile correlation and road edge following.
The tracker was initialized by a human operator to obtain start-
ing values for coordinates, direction and width of the road. Road
axis points were then predicted by a road trajectory model and
correlation models. The edge-based tracker modelled the road by
linking points with high gradient and orientation in the expected
direction.

Vosselman and Knecht (Vosselman and Knecht, 1995) proposed
a road tracker based on a single observation model Kalman filter.
Human input was used to initialize the state of the Kalman fil-
ter and to extract a template road profile. The Kalman filter then
recursively updated its state to predict the road center, using feed-
back from matching the template profiles to the observed profiles.
Baumgartner et al. (2002) developed a prototype system based on
the above method. An interaction interface was designed to coor-
dinate human actions with computer predictions.

In this paper, we present a semi-automatic road tracking system
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based on particle filtering. The particle filters are used to esti-
mate the current state of the system based on past and current
observations. When the particle filter fails, the human operator
initializes another filter from the failure point. Observation pro-
files are generated from 2-D features of the road texture, making
the tracker more robust. The optimal profile match is determined
from the current state of the particle filter and the multiple ob-
servations. The human operator interacts with the road tracker
throughout the tracking process. The operator input not only sets
the initial state of the particle filters, but also reflects knowledge
on road profiles. Consequently, the road tracker is more intelli-
gent in dealing with different kinds of road situations, including
obstructions such as vehicles, bridges, road surfaces changes, and
more.

2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

2.1 Application Background

One of the main paper products of the USGS topographic maps
for the USA is 7.5-minute quadrangle topographic map (Groat,
2003). This map series consists of about 55,000 map sheets. The
revision of this map series is the Raster Graph Revision (RGR)
program, which uses existing map sheets as the primary input and
creates new maps as the primary output. The maps are displayed
on a computer screen, together with the digital orthophoto quads
(DOQs) of the area to be mapped (see Figure 1). DOQs are or-
thogonally rectified images produced from aerial photos taken at
a height of20, 000 feet, with an approximate scale of1 : 40, 000,
and having a ground resolution of 1 meter. The cartographer then
makes a visual comparison of the map and the DOQs. When a
discrepancy is found between a feature on the map and the DOQ,
the cartographer modifies the map to match the DOQ. This pro-
cess is tedious and time consuming.

2.2 Prototype Road Tracking System

Road revision is the main task of the RGR program because roads
are the most frequently changed map elements. In automating
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Figure 1: Map revision environment. Here previous map layers
are aligned with current digital image data.

this process, most road tracking methods make the following as-
sumptions about road characteristics (Vosselman and Knecht, 1995):

• roads are elongated,

• road surfaces are usually homogeneous,

• there is adequate contrast between road and adjacent areas.

However, these assumptions are not always true. In curved areas
or ramps, the road may not be elongated. The road surface may be
built of various materials that appear quite different in the images.
Background objects such as trees, houses, vehicles and shadows
may occlude the road surface and may strongly influence the road
appearance. Road surfaces may not have adequate contrast with
the adjacent areas because of road texture, lighting, and weather
conditions. Furthermore, the resolution of the aerial images has
a significant impact on the computer vision algorithms. Figure
2 shows a typical example of an image extracted from DOQ to
provide information for map revision purposes.

Figure 2: An image sample extracted from DOQ: 663 by 423
pixels.

The architecture of the proposed system is shown in Figure 3.
The system is composed of preprocessing and tracking modules.
Human and machine interact during the production process. The
tracking results and the reference profiles extracted from human
input are stored so that the computer-based tracking module can
access them when necessary.

3 PREPROCESSING

The preprocessing module consists of three components, image
smoothing, road width estimation, and initial reference-profile
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Figure 3: Prototype of the proposed system.

extraction. In the smoothing step, the input image is convolved
with a5× 5 Gaussian filter

G = exp(−x2 + y2

2σ2
) (1)

whereσ2 = 2. This filter was used to set the analysis scale and
to reduce high frequency noise.

3.1 Road Width Estimation

Road width determines whether road profiles can be correctly ex-
tracted or not. In previous semi-automatic road trackers, the road
width was typically entered by the human operator (Mckeown
and Denlinger, 1988; Vosselman and Knecht, 1995; Baumgart-
ner et al., 2002). In our system, the road width is estimated au-
tomatically, and the human operator only focuses on road axis
points and road directions. This is consistent with the operations
of road revision in RGR systems. A road segment is entered by
the human operator with two consecutive mouse clicks, with the
axis joining the points defining the road center line. We assume
that the roadsides are straight and parallel lines on both sides of
the road axis. Road width can be estimated by calculating the
distance between the roadsides. Further, knowledge about road
characteristics also helps determining road edges because road
width varies as a function of road class.

To detect the road edges, we developed a method based on gradi-
ent profiles. This edge detector first estimates the true upper and
lower bound of the road width, with the USGS road width defi-
nitions serving as a reference (USGS, 1996). At each axis point,
a profile is extracted perpendicular to the axis. The length of the
profile is bounded by the road width limits defined by USGS.
The gradient of the profile is calculated, and one point is selected
on both sides of the axis point where the maximum gradient is
found. The distance between the two points is considered as the
road width at this axis point. For a road axis segment with n
points, we obtain a functionf(x)

f(xi) = number of times xi appears, 1 ≤ i ≤ n (2)

wherexi is the road width value extracted above.n depends on
the road width limit from USGS and the complexity of the road
conditions. Because the image resolution is 1 meter,xi corre-
spond to road width ofxi meters. Searching for anx∗ where

f(x∗) = arg max
x

f(xi) 1 ≤ i ≤ n (3)
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yields a dominant road width that appears most of the time. Then
new road bounds are calculated using the functions

lb = x∗ − e and ub = x∗ + e (4)

wherelb is the new lower bound,ub is the new upper bound, and
e = 4 is an empirical value that is proved to be suitable for this
application through experiments.

Using the new bounds, the edge detector determines the new road
width at each axis point and computes the average as the final
road width for profile matching. Figure 4(c) shows how the gra-
dient profile based method generated the edges when the Canny
edge detector failed (Canny, 1986).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Road edge detection results. (a) Cropped image from
DOQ with human input (white blocks). (b) Result of Canny edge
detector - notice the multiple road edges. (c) Result of gradient
profile based detector - showing just one pair of road edges.

3.2 Reference Profile Extraction

An initial reference profile is extracted from the road segment en-
tered by the human operator. Later, new profiles are extracted and
placed into a profile list for further use. Like the extraction of gra-
dient profile in edge detection, a reference profile is extracted at
each axis point. Thus, we get a profile sequence that contains the
road surface texture information, which may include occluding
objects.

For a sequence of road profilesP = [p1p2...pn], profile extrac-
tion proceeds as follows. First, an average profile is calculated.
Then each profile in the sequence is cross correlated with the av-
erage profile. Whenever the correlation coefficient is below a
threshold, the profile is removed from the sequence. The algo-
rithm iterates through all the profiles until a new profile sequence
is generated. The average profile of the new sequence is taken as
the final road segment profile.

Algorithm: REFPROFILE(P = [p1p2...pn])

p̄ ←
∑n

i=1 pi

n
for eachpi

r(pi, p̄) ← correlation coefficient ofpi andp̄
if r(pi, p̄) is smaller than a threshold
P ← P − pi

endif
endfor
p̄ =

∑m
i=1 pi

m

4 ROAD TRACKING

The state evolution of the tracking process can be modelled by

xk = fk(xk−1,vk−1) k ∈ N (5)

wherexk is the state at timek, vk is the process noise, andfk is
a function ofxk−1 andvk−1.

Given an observation sequencez1:k, the tracker recursively esti-
matesxk the prior probability density functionp(xk|xk−1) and
the posterior probability density functionp(xk|z1:k). The rela-
tionship between observations and states is defined by

zk = hk(xk,nk) k ∈ N (6)

wherenk is the measurement noise.

Depending on the properties of the state evolution and the pos-
terior density, the tracking problem can be solved with different
approaches, such as Kalman filters, hidden Markov models, ex-
tended Kalman filters and particle filters (Kalman, 1960; Arulam-
palam et al., 2002).

4.1 State Model

In our road tracking application, we want to track the road axis
points using recursive estimation. Vosselman and Knecht (Vos-
selman and Knecht, 1995) proposed the following state model:

x =




x
y
θ
θ′


 (7)

wherex andy are the coordinates of road axis points,θ is the
direction of the road, andθ′ is the change in road direction. The
state model is updated by the following non-linear function

xk =




xk−1 + τ cos(θk−1 + τ
θ′k−1

2
)

yk−1 + τ sin(θk−1 + τ
θ′k−1

2
)

θk−1 + τθ′k−1

θ′k−1


 (8)

whereτ is the interval between timek−1 andk. The deviation of
this simplified dynamics and the true road shape are interpreted
as the process noisevk, whose covariance matrix isQk.

4.2 Observation Model

Observations are obtained by matching the reference profiles and
the searching profiles. Observation profiles are extracted perpen-
dicular to the road direction at the position estimated by the state
models. To minimize the disturbance from background objects on
the road and the road surfaces changes, a heuristic search method
is used to search the neighborhood of the estimated points for
better matching. Euclidean distances between the matching and
searching profiles are calculated. The position with the minimum
distance is selected as the optimal observation in this iteration.

In this way, the observationzk can be calculated as

zk =

[
xk − sk sin(θk + αk)
yk + sk cos(θk + αk)

]
(9)

wheresk is a shift from the estimated road axis point andαk is a
small change to the estimated road direction.
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4.3 Particle Filtering

Particle filtering, specifically the CONDENSATION algorithm
proposed by Isard and Blake (1998), has been successfully used
in modelling non-linear and non-Gaussian processes (Arulam-
palam et al., 2002; Southall and Taylor, 2001; Lee et al., 2002).
The filter approximates the posterior densityp(xk|zk) by the
sample set{si

k, πi
k, i = 1, ..., N} at each time stepk, where

πi
k is a weight to characterize the probability of the particlesi

k.

Given the sample set{si
k−1, π

i
k−1, i = 1, ..., N} at timek − 1,

the iteration of the particle filter can be summarized as follows:

1. Construct cumulative density functions{ci
k−1} for each sam-

ple from the current sample set. Randomly select N samples
{xj

k−1, j = 1, ..., N} according to the density function.

2. Update each sample by equation 5 to generate new samples
{xj

k, j = 1, ..., N}
3. Calculate new weights for each sample based on observa-

tion zk. The weights are normalized and are proportional
to the likelihoodp(zk|xj

k). In this way, a new sample set
{si

k, πi
k, i = 1, ..., N} is constructed.

Then the estimated state at timek is

E(xk) =

N∑
i=1

πi
ks

i
k (10)

In our application, we assume that the observation is normally
distributed with standard deviationσ, thus the likelihood for the
observation has the property

p(z|xj) ∝ 1√
2πσ

exp(− d2
j

2σ2
) (11)

wheredj is the Euclidean distance between the position of parti-
clexj and the observation.

The number of particles is set to 10 times the number of pixels
correspond to road width. The initial density ofp(x0) is set to
be uniformly distributed. The particle filter gradually adjusts the
weights of each particle during the evolution process.

4.4 Stopping Criteria

A matching profile can be extracted from the observation model.
This profile is cross-correlated with the reference profile. If the
correlation coefficient exceeds some threshold (e.g.0.8 in (Vos-
selman and Knecht, 1995)), then the observation is accepted. If
the coefficient is below the threshold, and some other conditions
are met (e.g. a high contrast between the profiles), the observa-
tion is rejected. In this case, the particle filter makes another state
update based on the current state, and using a larger time interval
τ , so that the estimated position is jumped over. When multiple
jumps occur, the particle filter recognizes it as a tracking fail-
ure and returns control back to the human operator (Baumgartner
et al., 2002).

However, road characteristics are more complex in real applica-
tions. Cross-correlation may not always generate a reliable pro-
file match, which leads to errors in the tracking process. Further-
more, the particle filter may fail frequently because the predicted
position may not contain an observation profile that matches the
reference profile. The system then requires substantial interac-
tions with the human operator, making the tracking process less
efficient and quite annoying.

4.5 Improving Robustness

To improve robustness, we carefully selected the features used in
profile extraction. We used two-dimensional road features in ob-
servation and reference profiles. In addition to searching along
a line perpendicular to the road direction, we also search a line
along the road direction. Profiles are extracted in both directions
and combined. The parallel profile is useful because greylevels
vary very little along the road direction, whereas this is not the
case in off-road areas. Thus the risk of off-road tracking is re-
duced, and, in turn, tracking errors are reduced.

4.6 Improving Efficiency

In previous methods (Vosselman and Knecht, 1995; Baumgartner
et al., 2002), each time a new reference profile was extracted, the
old reference profile was discarded. In our system, all the refer-
ence profiles are retained. Thus, the road tracker gradually ac-
cumulates knowledge on road conditions. During profile match-
ing, the latest profile is given the highest priority. When match-
ing fails, the road tracker searches the reference profile list for a
match. To reflect the gradual change of the road texture, the ref-
erence profile is updated by successful matches, using a weighted
sum.

We developed an algorithm to search for the optimal observation-
reference profile combination. The search spaceV =< X, Y, Θ >
is defined by the current statex, whereX, Y andΘ are bounded
by a small neighborhood ofx, y andθ respectively. The search-
ing algorithm is described below:

Algorithm: OPTPROFILE(P = p1, p2, ..., pn, V )

for eachvi ∈ V
extract profilep′i atvi

c(p′i, p1) ←cross correlation coefficient ofp′i andp1

endfor
c∗ = max(c(p′i, p1))
if c∗ > 0.9

updatep1

returnv∗

else
for eachp′i

for eachpj ∈ P , j 6= 1
c(p′i, pj) ←cross correlation coefficient

of p′i andpj

endfor
endfor
c∗ = max(c(p′i, pj))
if c∗ > 0.9

p∗ = pj correspond toc∗

switchp1 andp∗

returnv∗

else
return rejection

endif
endif

Image multi-scaling is known to be useful for improving the effi-
ciency of road tracking. Indeed, humans use multiscale attention
in many tasks to focus on important features and reduce distrac-
tors(LaBerge, 1995). To simulate such behaviour, we added a
scale parameter to the state update model of the particle filters.
After a series of successful matches, the scale parameter is in-
creased, the step size is increased, and hence the speed of the
tracking process in increased.
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5 EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS

24 images were extracted from DOQs of Marietta, Florida. The
images included scenes of trans-national highways, intra-state
highways and roads for local transportation. Further, they con-
tained different road types, such as straight roads, curves, ramps,
crossings, and bridges. The images also contain various road con-
ditions, including occlusions by vehicles, trees, and shadows.

A trained human operator was required to draw roads by hand
in a real map revision environment as used at USGS. The draw-
ing was performed by selecting tools for specific road classes,
followed by mouse clicks on the road axis point in the images.
Both spatial and temporal information of the human input were
recorded, and only inputs on road tracking were kept. This data
was used to initialize the particle filters, to regain control when
the road tracker had failed, and it was also used to compare per-
formance with the road tracker. A total of 342 human inputs were
recorded with a total time of 1167 seconds. Hence each image
took on average 48.6 seconds and 14.3 inputs.

Tracking performance was evaluated in three respects, correct-
ness, savings in human input, and savings in plotting time. Cor-
rectness has the highest priority because if an error happens, the
human operator has to remove the error segment and then draw
a new one. This may take longer than the time that was initially
saved. The number of human inputs and plotting time are related,
hence reducing the number of human inputs also decreases plot-
ting time. Based on the average time for a human input, we get an
empirical function to calculate the time cost of the road tracker:

tc =

{
th if an error is present,
tt + 4nh if no error is present.

(12)

wheretc is the total time cost,th is the time cost if plotting by
human,tt is the time used in tracking by the road tracker, andnh

is the number of human inputs required during the tracking.

Table 1 shows the performance comparison between our road
trackers and a human operator working without the system. The
proposed road tracking system demonstrates substantial cost sav-
ings in the number of human inputs and the time. On average,
human inputs and time cost are reduced by 73.4% and 57.4% us-
ing the tracker based on particle filtering.

human PF
tracking errors 0 2

time cost 1167 497
human inputs 342 91

Table 1: Road tracking results

In the road tracking application, the system states and the ob-
servations are subject to noise from different sources, including
those caused by image generation, disturbances on the road sur-
face, road curvature changes, as well as other unknown sources.
The state evolution process propagates the noise into the state pdf.
It is thus better to construct a non-Gaussian and multi-modal pdf.
The particle filter is a good solution to such problems because
it is an approach to modeling non-Gaussian processes. Figure 5
shows one instance of the tracking accuracy of the particle filters,
when evaluated by the deviation of the estimated road axis points
from those detected by the human.

Some tracking results are shown in Figures 6 to 8. In Figure 6, the
road tracking starts from the upper left corner, where the first two
white dots show the positions of the human inputs. The following
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Figure 5: An instance of the tracking accuracy of the particle
filter. The graphs show the deviation of the estimated road axis
points from those detected by a human operator.

white dots are the road axis points detected by the road tracker.
When the texture of the road surface changes, the road tracker
failed to predict the next position. The control was given back to
the human operator who entered another road segment as marked
by a short line segment. Multiple scale operations enable the road
tracker to work faster. This can be seen in the image, where larger
step sizes are used when consecutive predictions were successful.

Figure 7 shows how multiple reference profiles help the tracking.
When the road changes from white to black, a match cannot be
found between the observation profile and the current reference
profile for the white road. Thus, human input is required. The ref-
erence profile extracted from this human input for the black road
becomes the current reference profile. When the road changes
from black to white, the road tracker searches the whole list of
reference profiles for an optimal match because the reference pro-
file for white road is already in the reference profile list. Thus, no
new human input is required.

Figure 8 shows an example of tracking errors with particle filter-
ing. The road texture is very close to the off-road background,
with the roadside parallel to the road displaying road-like fea-
tures. Thus, the tracker could not find the correct road axis.

Figure 6: Road tracking from upper left corner to lower right
corner. White dots are the detected road axis points, white line
segment shows the location of human input.

6 CONCLUSION

We have presented a system for robust and efficient road tracking
from aerial images. This approach has a potentially significant
impact on the daily work of map revision. It can greatly reduce
human effort in the road revision process while guaranteeing ac-
curate results because the user is never removed from the process.
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Figure 7: Road tracking from upper left corner to lower right
corner. The number of human inputs is reduced by searching in
multiple reference profile list, as described in the text.

Figure 8: Road tracking. An example of tracking errors.

The road tracking method is based on particle filters that use a
multiple observation profile matching model. The road tracker
first estimates the road width and extracts an initial road profile
from the human input using edge detection. Then a particle filter
is used to predict road axis points by state update equation and
correct the predictions by measurement update equation. During
the measurement update process multiple observations are ob-
tained at the predicted position. The tracker evaluates the track-
ing result using normalized cross-correlation between road pro-
files at previous and at current positions. When multiple pro-
files are obtained from human input, the profile with the highest
cross-correlation coefficient is searched with the most recently
used profile being given the highest priority in the search. From
time to time, the tracker fails to find points with a sufficiently
high cross-correlation. These points are skipped, and control is
returned to the human operator if too many points are skipped.

The use of two-dimensional features, multiple observations, and
multiple profiles has greatly improved the robustness of the road
tracker. When they were combined with multiple scale methods,
tracking efficiency was further increased.
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